NREL Software Models
Performance of Wind Plants
Simulator fOr Wind Farm Applications helps optimize
layouts and controls of wind plant arrays.
In 2014, researchers from the National
Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL)
launched the Simulator fOr Wind
Farm Applications (SOWFA), a coupled
open-source software package and
framework that allows users to investigate effects of weather patterns,
turbulence, and complex terrain on
the performance of wind turbines and
plants. SOWFA simulates fluid dynamics on scales from regional weather
to turbine wakes, and the impact of
these dynamics on turbine structural
and system response. SOWFA also
features a Super Controller, developed
in collaboration with the Delft University of Technology, which lets users
simulate coordinated, multiturbine
control of wind plants.

Highlights in
Research and Development

Key Research Results
Achievement
NREL researchers have created software
capable of modeling the dynamics and
performance of entire wind plants.
Key Result
Innovative yaw control and turbine
siting strategies were found to increase
the performance of downstream wind
turbines.
Potential Impact
These optimizations, if verified in the
field, would result in increased wind
plant efficiency and lower cost of wind
energy.

A SOWFA simulation of the Lillgrund Wind Farm in Denmark.
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Much research has been dedicated to improving the performance of individual turbines,
whereas SOWFA helps engineers and developers of both land-based and offshore wind energy
technology to improve the performance of an entire wind plant. This software allows scientists
to understand the causes of plant underperformance, increase power output, and decrease
the effects of structural loads to minimize wear on turbine components. In addition, SOWFA
enables turbine manufacturers to study designs before they are manufactured and installed in
the field, and wind plant developers to study the performance of turbines on a proposed site
before building, reducing the risks of development and deployment. Lowered risks will increase
investor confidence, making it easier for developers to obtain lower cost financing.
Through the use of SOWFA in 2014, NREL researchers found that optimizing yaw control and
the relative positioning of individual turbines improved the power performance of downstream
wind turbines by mitigating the interference that wind turbines in an array have on each other.
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